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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to report the
blast loading characteristics resulting from the detona-
tion of a stoichiometric propane-oxygen mixture, and to
validate the approach which relies on simulating TNT
explosions at large scale by small scale experiments of
gaseous explosions. Several dimensionless correlations are
obtained from experimental data. These relationships al-
low determination of the parameters of a blast wave in-
teracting with a structure as a function of the positions
of the explosive charge and the structure. Simulations
carried out with the Autodyn code show good corre-
lation with experimental results. The Hopkinson law is
suggested to predict the blast wave�s parameters at large
scale on the basis of small scale experiments and simu-
lations.

Key words gaseous detonation, shock wave, interac-
tion on a structure, TNT equivalent, blast wave

1 Introduction

In an industrial safety context, it is important to know
the blast characteristics whenever an explosion occurs
near a building. The problem arises from the impact of
an overpressure wave on structures that may be catastrophic
under certain conditions. Overpressure histories includ-
ing the positive peak overpressure, the arrival time and
the positive phase duration, are dependent on several
parameters such as the charge type (gaseous or solid
charge), the volume, and the location of the explosive
charge.
Several experiments have been conducted to de�ne

the properties of spherical blast waves in free air and
re�ected waves on surfaces. The charge can be de�ned
by a TNT charge [8] [2] [6], or by a gaseous mixtures
[4] [5] were studied. TThe TNT equivalency method of
explosive sources makes it possible to express the energy

release resulting from the detonation of a gas mixture in
terms of TNT equivalent energy [6].
The �rst objective of this study is to obtain experi-

mental data on the blast loading characteristics resulting
from the detonation of a stoichiometric propane-oxygen
mixture near a parallelepipedic building versus the dis-
tance between the explosive charge and the building, and
versus the angle of incidence of the shock wave on the
structure. The second objective is to validate the ap-
proach which relies on simulating TNT explosions at
large scale by small scale experiments of gaseous ex-
plosions. The third objective is to validate the three-
dimensional computational �uid dynamics (CFD) code
Autodyn against experimental data in the free �eld and
over obstructed terrain.

2 Experimental setup

The experimental investigation uses small-scale experi-
ments (Fig. 1). The detonating gas (stoichiometric propane-
oxygen mixture) is con�ned in a soap bubble (radius
0:03 � R0 � 0:07 m) on a large plane surface (length
1:80 m, width 1:20 m). The detonation is ignited by an
exploding wire at the center of the hemispherical bub-
ble. This exploding wire (length 0:01 m and diameter
1:2 �10�4 m) made of copper and zinc delivers an electri-
cal pulse with a charge voltage equal to 7000 Volts. The
capacitance of the ignition system is 8:14 �F . The pres-
sure gauges (Kistler 603B) are distributed on the plane
surface in front of the soap bubble with a radial distance
r from the center of explosion Es (0:07 � r � 0:7 m)
(Fig. 3). This experimental setup allows observation of
the shock wave propagating in the free �eld (Fig. 3);
it is then possible to study the pressure wave evolution
in a �ow �eld which is obstructed by a parallelepipedic
PVC structure (Fig. 1). Its length, width and height are
0.40 m, 0.18 m and 0.14 m respectively (cf. Fig. 2). As
the shock wave impacts the structure on a plane sur-
face (con�gurations 1 and 2 in Fig. 4. 5), the resulting
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Fig. 1 The experimental setup

Fig. 2 The PVC structure with the gauges

re�ection is a normal ; in the case of the con�guration
3 (� = 30 � 45 or 60�, Fig. 6), the re�ected wave is an
oblique shock wave and the situation is comparable with
a shock wave impacting a double wedge.

The di¤erent positions of the center of explosion on
the surface plane are given in Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6. Figure 3
shows the free �eld con�guration that enables measure-
ment of incident pressures. Figures 4 and 5 show con-
�guration 1 and con�guration 2, which measure normal
re�ected pressures. Figure 6 concerns oblique re�ections:
an angle � is de�ned so that the straight line (�) and
the small face of the parallelepipedic structure cross at
angle �.
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Fig. 3 Free �eld con�guration.
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Fig. 4 The parallelepipedic structure and the di¤erent po-
sitions of the explosive source: con�guration 1. 3D view and
top view of the experimental setup.

3 TNT equivalency

When it is possible, the experimental data are compared
(Fig. 7) with the similar TNT curves ([10] [2]. ). An en-
ergy equivalency coe¢ cient � can be deduced by com-
parison. The positive phases of the incident, re�ected
pressures and impulses are equivalent for TNT (energy
ETNT ) and gaseous charges (Egas) if the energies are
related by Egas = � � ETNT .
Indeed, if one slides the overpressure curve of a gaseous

explosion on the TNT plot from Baker along the axis of
the reduced distance on the abscissa, a ratio of 77% is
obtained. A similar step can be carried out with reduced
impulses by sliding the gas curve on the TNT plot along
the diagonal. A ratio of 72% is obtained, which is com-
parable to the value obtained for overpressures. In the
same way, a ratio of 79% is deduced for the positive
phase duration. The di¤erence between these ratios can
be explained by the shape of the pressure signal, which is
not the same if the blast wave is generated by a gaseous
detonation or by a TNT detonation. Nevertheless, we
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Fig. 5 The parallelepipedic structure and the di¤erent po-
sitions of the explosive source: con�guration 2. 3D view and
top view of the experimental setup.

assume, in the following results, a unique average ratio
of 76%:
Positive incident, re�ected pressures and impulses are

equivalent for TNT (energy ETNT ) and gaseous charges

(Egas) if � =
�
R

E
1
3

�
TNT

= 1 and � =
�
R

E
1
3

�
gas

= 0:76

which leads to:
Rgas
RTNT

=
0:76

1

�
Egas
ETNT

� 1
3

. The radial

distance will be the same if Egas = 2:3 � ETNT .

For the mixture considered: C3H8+5O2, the enthalpy
of the reaction is equal to �H�

R = 2:044MJ:mol�1 and
the chemical energy Ev;gas released per unit volume is
expressed by Ev;gas = 15:2MJ:m�3 . Then, by making

use of the formula Egas = Ev;gas �
4

3
�R30 where R0 is the

bubble radius, the energy released by di¤erent bubbles
is calculated (Table 1.)

Table1. Chemical energy released Egas
in a spherical charge.

C3H8 + 5 O2� > 3 CO2 + 4 H2O
�H�

R = 2:044 MJ Ev;gas = 15:2 MJ:m
�3

Ro(m) 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07
Egas(kJ) 1.72 4.07 7.96 13.75 21.84

Finally, knowing the TNT energy release ETNT;m =
4690 kJ/kg [7], the TNT equivalent mass mTNT is de-
termined as function of the radius of the charge R0 (m)
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Fig. 6 The parallelepipedic structure and the di¤erent po-
sitions of the explosive source: con�guration 3. 3D view and
top view of the experimental setup.
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and is equal to:

mTNT = 5:9 �R30 (1)

It is interesting to compare this value of the energy
equivalency coe¢ cient with the di¤erent values deduced
by Brossard ([3]) from the incident pressure measure-
ments and the re�ected pressure measurements, respec-
tively, 5 and 2. However, in our study, this energy equiv-
alency coe¢ cient � = 2:3 remains the same for the in-
cident pressure measurements and the re�ected pressure
measurements. In the paperby Brossard ([3]), numerous
experimental results for blast waves generated by spher-
ical and hemispherical uncon�ned gaseous detonations
are presented. They concern di¤erent mixtures of hy-
drocarbons with oxygen or air at various dilutions over
a large range of volume (5:2 � 10�4 to 1:45 � 104 m3).
The detonation of air-hydrocarbon mixtures was initi-
ated by small charges of solid explosive located at the
center of symmetry either at ground level or at altitude.
The di¤erent experimental con�gurations described in
Brossard�s paper may explain the two di¤erent values of
the energy equivalency coe¢ cient, in comparison with
our unique value � = 2:3.
Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize the di¢ -

culty in evaluating precisely the chemical energy release
Egas included in the spherical charge. Because the prod-
ucts are still hot after expanding to atmospheric pres-
sure, only a certain fraction of the heat of combustion
goes into producing the blast wave. This e¤ect is more
pronounced for fuel-air than fuel-oxygen mixtures, which
might explain the di¤erences in the equivalency coe¢ -
cient �. We have decided to use the wide approach based
on the enthalpy of reaction described just above.

4 Modelling

The code used in this study is Autodyn [1]. Autodyn-2D
and 3D are two and three-dimensional general-purpose
�nite volume, �nite di¤erence and �nite element based
hydrocodes that have been developed over many years
to allow the e¢ cient solution of a wide range of impact
penetration and blast problems.
Autodyn models the detonation of a solid charge (cf

Fig. 8 and 9). Simulations enable one to achieve gas det-
onations at very small and large scales, which can not
be reached by means of experiments. Consequently, to
perform the numerical analyses of the conducted exper-
iments, the energy release E resulting from the detona-
tion of the propane-oxygen mixture is expressed in terms
of TNT equivalent energy.
As the energy equivalency coe¢ cient 2.3 has been de-

termined, it is now possible to simulate the explosion of
a gaseous mixture by a TNT charge. Indeed, the equiv-
alent released mass of TNT produces the same pressure
levels as the gaseous explosive charge. For example, for
the 0.06-m radius hemisphere which con�nes the mixture
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Fig. 8 Normal re�ected pressure wave pro�le (gauge located
at the center of the face, R0 = 0:06 m, r = 0:15 m, small
scale)

within the stoichiometric composition, the TNT equiva-
lent mass (4) is approximately equal to 1.3 g.
The materials used in the study are AIR and TNT.

Their characteristics are retrieved from the standard Au-
todyn library. The air is modeled by the ideal gas equa-
tion of state and the TNT material by the JWL state
equation. The conducted analyses make use of Euler
standard or Euler FCT solvers. Numerical analyses are
undertaken in two stages. Firstly, to achieve acceptable
levels of accuracy and to avoid a high number of cells re-
quired to discretise the three-dimensional model, the ini-
tial phases of the blast wave propagation are calculated
one-dimensionally, as shown in this picture. Afterwards,
due to the oblique wave re�ection, the �ow becomes
multi-dimensional. Therefore, to maintain a continuous
process, the solution of the one-dimensional model is
saved. The second stage of the modeling procedure is
composed of the "remap" operation, which transposes
the �nal states of the cells of the one-dimensional model
to the new, three-dimensional model. Such an action ini-
tiates the three-dimensional model and allows the analy-
sis to be continued with or without the structure. The
size of one-dimensional cells is 6 � 10�5 m and the size of
three-dimensional brick elements is 5 � 10�3 � 5 � 10�3 �
5 � 10�3 m at small scale.
The Autodyn results are well-correlated to relevant

experimental measurements (Fig. 8).
We use Hopkinson scaling laws (Fig. 10) to predict

the properties of blast waves from large scale explosions.
An observer located at a distance r from the center of
an explosive charge of characteristic dimension d and of
total energy E will be subjected to a blast wave with
amplitude �P , duration t and impulse I. The Hopkin-
son scaling law states that an observer stationed at a
distance kr from the center of a similar explosive source
of characteristic dimension kd and of total energy k3E
detonated in the same atmosphere will feel a blast wave
of �similar�form with amplitude �P , duration kt and
impulse kI.
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(a) in free field

(b) configuration 2: with obstacle, normal reflection

(c) configuration 3: with obstacle, oblique reflection
(θ = 45°)

Fig. 9 Last stages of pressure wave development in three-
dimensions and some gauge locations (small scale), R0 = 0:6
m, (b) (c) r = 0:1 m

5 Results expressed at ground level as function
of radial reduced distance � (m.MJ� 1=3)

An energy equivalency has been previously deduced by
comparison. The positive phases of the incident, re�ected
pressures and impulses are equivalent for TNT (energy
ETNT ) and gaseous charges (Egas) if the energies are re-
lated by Egas = 2:3�ETNT . In this section, we present the
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Fig. 10 Hopkinson scaling law ([8])

overpressure results (Fig. 11. 12. 13.) versus the radial re-
duced distance �. Nevertheless, the other characteristics
of a pressure wave (positive impulse and time duration)
have been correlated as a function of � with the same en-
ergy equivalency. (cf Table1). Pressure signals measured
on the plane surface in front of the gaseous charge are
incident pressures (Fig. 3) and those measured on the
structure (transducers located on the front face of the
structure with respect to the explosive charge) are re-
�ected pressures (Fig 4, 5, 6 and Fig. 17). We also show
on these curves similar results from di¤erent authors ([4]
[7] [5]) so that we can compare them with our results.
In his paper, GE Fairlie ([7]) presents experimental tests
and simulations of the channeling of a blast wave down
a street type geometry (Fig. 15): a 13g TNT equiva-
lent charge (10 times higher than our equivalent charge)
is detonated at the center of this street geometry (the
streets cross at right angles, so it is the same geometri-
cal con�guration as our con�guration 3 with � = 45�),
so that we can compare his results with our results (Fig.
14). There is however considerable spread between the
experimental results given by Fairlie ([7])(Fig. 14): there
are wide variations in the three experimental pressure
time histories; indeed, three sets of experimental results
are shown as each experimental con�guration was re-
peated three times.

In Brossard�s paper ([4]), the purpose is to supply
several useful curves as a function of the single parameter

(� =
R

E
1
3

) in the range 0.5 - 20, that are similar to those

established for TNT: these results concern the detona-
tion of gaseous charges and take into account both the
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Fig. 11 Blast loadings for experimental and numerical mod-
els: positive incident overpressure as a function of reduced
radial distance � (the pressure transducers are located at
ground level, Fig. 3.)
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Fig. 12 Blast loadings for experimental and numerical mod-
els: positive re�ected overpressure (con�guration 1, Fig. 4) as
a function of reduced radial distance �

positive and the negative phases of the pressure signal of
the re�ected wave on a plane surface. This pressure sig-
nal characterizes the dynamic load imposed by the blast
wave. The pressure wave is generated by a hemispherical
charge (radius 0:025 � R0 � 0:12 m) of stoichiometric
propane-oxygen mixture con�ned in a soap bubble as
in our experimental setup. The paper of C. Desrosier
([5]) describes a quite similar experimental investigation
at reduced scale. But the detonating gas, con�ned in a
hemispherical charge (radius 0:05 � R0 � 0:08 m), is
ignited at di¤erent locations inside the charge at ground
level. The data are correlated as a function of the single

parameter (� =
R

E
1
3

) in the range 0.5 �12.
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Fig. 13 Blast loadings for experimental and numerical mod-
els: positive re�ected overpressure (�xy = 90�) as a function
of reduced radial distance �
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Fig. 14 Blast loadings for experimental and numerical mod-
els: positive re�ected oblique overpressure (� = 45�) as a
function of reduced radial distance �

All our experimental data are well-expressed as func-
tions of the reduced radial distance � in the range 0.29 �
4. (Fig. 11. 12. 13.). The least-squares second-order poly-
nomials are then �t for each series of data in the case of
propane-oxygen mixtures: �rst in the free �eld (incident
pressures with the gauges located on the plane surface,
0:29 � � (m.MJ�1=3) � 4:27), then for normal re�ection
with the con�gurations 1 and 2 (0:43 � � (m.MJ�1=3)
� 1:97), and �nally oblique re�ection (con�guration 3)
with � = 45� (0:63 � � (m.MJ�1=3) � 4:88) (see Ta-
ble 2). These results are also applicable to other gaseous
mixtures ([4] , [5] ) (Fig. 11. 12. 13.).

The three characteristics of the incident and re�ected
pressure signals are de�ned as follows:
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Charge (13g TNT equivalent)

Gauge locations

    300 mm

      1000 mm 45°

Fig. 15 Plan of Cross-Roads Small Scale Experiment Geom-
etry ([7])

�
�P+

P0
= peak overpressure of positive phase;

�
I+

E
1
3

= impulse of positive phase;

�
t+

E
1
3

= duration of positive phase.

Table2. Least-square polynomials of incident and
re�ected pressure wave characteristics versus reduced
radial distance obtained for propane-oxygen mixtures.

ln

�
�P+

P0

�
= a+ b (ln�) + c (ln�)

2

ln

�
Y +

E
1
3

�
= A+B (ln�) + C (ln�)

2

with Y + = I+ or t+

Free �eld Con�g. 1-2 Con�g. 3
� = 45�

�P+

P0

a = 0:09
b = �1:76
c = 0:16

a = 1:20
b = �2:02
c = 0:18

a = 1:14
b = �1:91
c = 0:14

I+

E
1
3

bar:ms:MJ
�1
3

A = �1:19
B = �0:86
C = 0:19

A = 0:065
B = �1:49
C = �0:11

A = �0:60
B = �0:85
C = �0:03

t+

E
1
3

ms:MJ
�1
3

A = 0:09
B = 0:13
C = 0:32

A = 0:12
B = 0:23
C = 0:32

A = �0:46
B = 1:03
C = �0:30

6 Results at ground level expressed as function
of impact angle �i

In this second approach, the three parameters of the
blast wave generated by the detonating vapor cloud are
well-correlated as functions of another parameter, �i =
�R0
X

(�). Indeed, because of the spread of the results

obtained with the correlations as function of the radial
distance � (Fig. 16), we have decided to choose a new
parameter �i.

1
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Fig. 16 Re�ected positive overpressure as a function of re-
duced radial distance � (m.MJ

�1
3 ): oblique and normal re-

�ection (transducers located on the structure, con�gurations
1, 2 and 3, �g. 4, 5 and 6)

R0 (m) is the radius of the hemispherical gaseous
charge, � (�) the angle formed by the gauge, the explo-
sion source and the ground and X (m) the height from
the ground to the gauge (Fig. 17).
As in the �rst approach (Section 5), the purpose is

to provide the researcher with a practical and simple
methodology for predicting the dynamic loads applied
on the mechanical structure. In both cases, the data are
correlated and �tted by least-square second-order poly-
nomials (5) (6) and (7). Although there is still a certain
spread of data obtained with this representation of over-
pressure, impulse and phase duration versus the impact
angle, the new parameter �i presents the following ad-
vantage:

� at any point on the two faces directly exposed to the
explosion,

�whatever the chemical energy release E,
�whatever the position of the explosion source Es,

the pressure history can be quanti�ed in terms of pos-
itive overpressure, positive impulse and positive phase
duration (Fig. 18. 19. 20.).

Remark 1 : from �gure 17., we see that tan � =
X

r
with

0:03 � X (m) � 0:11 and r = 0:10 � 0:15 � 0:20 m so
0:15 � tan � � 1:1 and so 8:5 � � (�) � 47:7. Hence,
tan � can not be approximated by � ; indeed this expres-
sion would be right if � was very small.

ln

�
�P+

P0

�
= �2:99 + 1:01 (ln �i) + 0:18 (ln �i)2 (2)

ln

�
I+

E
1
3

�
= �3:35 + 1:10 (ln �i)� 0:02 (ln �i)2 (3)
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ln

�
t+

E
1
3

�
= �0:24 + 0:45 (ln �i)� 0:24 (ln �i)2 (4)

with 2:9 � �i =
�R0
X

(�) � 33:4
These results are located in an envelope (drawn on

Fig. 18. 19. 20) which is limited by a lower limit lim� and
an upper limit lim+ and is de�ned for each characteristic
as follows:

lim�: ln
�
�P+

P0

�
= �2:84+0:45 (ln �i)+0:28 (ln �i)2

lim+: ln
�
�P+

P0

�
= �2:91+1:37 (ln �i)+0:12 (ln �i)2

lim�: ln
�
I+

E
1
3

�
= �4:04 + 1:19 (ln �i)� 0:03 (ln �i)2

lim+: ln
�
I+

E
1
3

�
= �3:19 + 1:49 (ln �i)� 0:11 (ln �i)2

lim�: ln
�
t+

E
1
3

�
= 0:38 + 0:69 (ln �i)� 0:28 (ln �i)2

lim+: ln
�
t+

E
1
3

�
= 0:24 + 0:11 (ln �i)� 0:17 (ln �i)2

with 2:9 � �i (�) � 33:4
In Fig. 18., 19., 20., the Autodyn small scale points

result from an Autodyn simulation conducted at the
same scale as our experiments: a TNT charge of charac-
teristic dimension d and total energy E is detonated at a
distance r from the structure (length L, width l, height
h). On the other hand, the Autodyn large scale points
result from calculations made with Autodyn at full scale:
here a TNT charge of characteristic dimension kd and
total energy k3E is detonated in the same atmosphere
at a distance kr from the structure (length kL, width kl,
height kh).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, several dimensionless engineering correla-
tions have been suggested that are expressed as a func-
tion of reduced radial distance. A new parameter has
been introduced in the correlations, which includes the
impact angle and distances characterizing the relative
positions of the blast impact point and the explosion
source.
These engineering correlations obtained at small scale

experiments, allow determination of the characteristic
blast loading parameters for various relative positions of
the explosion charge and loaded structure.
The Autodyne code was validated against the exper-

imental data obtained at small scale.
In summary, these results allow evaluation of the

blast wave loading parameters at large scale by either
using engineering correlations with Hopkinson scaling,
or by simulating large scale problems directly with the
validated Autodyn code.
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Fig. 17 Location of gauges on the parallelepipedic structure,
�xy = 0� et �z = 0� (z = 0). F0F1 = F0F5 = 0 04m - F0F3 =
F0F7 = 0.06m - Ri0Ri7 = Ri0Ri3 = 0.17m - Ri0Ri5 = Ri0Ri1
= 0.04m - 0.07 � OGi (m) � 0:7:
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Fig. 18 Re�ected and oblique overpressure versus the im-
pact angle �i (transducers Fi and Ri, Fig. 17).
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Fig. 19 Positive re�ected and oblique impulse versus the
impact angle �i (transducers Fi and Ri, Fig. 17).
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the impact angle �i (transducers Fi and Ri, Fig. 17).
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